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Abstract. We give a sufficient condition for a self-adjoint operator to have the
following properties in a neighborhood of a point E of its spectrum:
a) its point spectrum is finite
b) its singular continuous spectrum is empty
c) its resolvent satisfies a class of a priori estimates.

Notations, Definitions, and Main Theorem

Let H be a self-adjoint operator on a Hubert space JΊ?. We will denote by J^n(ne Z)
the Hubert space constructed from the spectral representation for H with the
scalar product:

For functions PeL°°(R), PH will denote the associated operator given by the usual
functional calculus.

PH(E, δ) will denote the spectral projection for H onto the interval (E — δ, E + δ).
PP

H and PC

H will denote the spectral projectors respectively onto the point spec-
trum and the continuous spectrum of H; σc(H) = R/{EeR\E is an eigenvalue
oϊH}.

If A is a self-adjoint operator and D(A)nD(H) is dense in Jf, i[_H,A] will
denote the symmetric form on D{A)r\D{H) given by

(Φ\i[_H,A~\Ψ) = i{(HΦ\AΨ)-{AΦ\HΨ)}

for Ψ,ΦeD(A)rλD(H). If this form is bounded below and closeable, i[H,^]° will
denote the self-adjoint operator associated to the closure [1].

/. Definition. Let H be a self-adjoint operator on a Hubert space with domain
D(H) a self-adjoint operator A is a conjugate operator for H at a point Ee R if and
only if the following conditions hold:

(a) D(A)nD(H) is a core for H.
(b) e + ίAa leaves the domain of H invariant and for each ΨeD(H)
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(c) The form i[H,A] = i(HA-AH) defined on D{A)nD{H) is bounded below
and closeable; moreover, the self-adjoint operator i[H,A~\° associated to its
closure admits a domain containing D(H).

(d) The form defined on D(A)nD(H) by [[H, A~]°, A] is bounded as a map from
J^+2 into Jf_2.

(e) There exist strictly positive numbers α and δ and a compact operator K on
Jf, so that:

PH(E, δ)ί[H, A~\°PH{E, δ) ̂  otPH(E, δ) + PH(E, δ)KPH(E, δ).

Theorem. Let H be a self-adjoint operator, having a conjugate operator A at the
point EeR, (i.e. suppose H and A satisfy conditions (a)-(e) above). Then there is a
neighborhood (E — δ,E + δ) of E so that:

1. In {E — δ, E + δ) the point spectrum of H is finite.
2. For each closed interval [α, b]c(E — δ, E + δ)nσc(H), there exists a finite

constant c0 so that:

sup II \A 4- i\ ~1 (H — z)~ι \A + i\ ~11| ^ c 0 .
Reze[α,b]
ImzΦO

Remark. The above theorem gives a method for obtaining a priori estimates of
Agmon type [2] for certain self-adjoint operators, following from the existence of
the conjugate operator A of H in the neighborhood of some point.

The essential condition in the definition of conjugate operator is condition (e);
the other conditions justify the algebraic manipulations. To obtain the a priori
estimates on (H — z)'1 when z approaches a point Eeσc(H), we prove a priori
estimates, uniform in ε and z, on the operator (H — z — iεB*B)~ι. Here ε and Imz
have the same sign, Reze(£-(5 O ,£ + (5O), and β*B = PH(£,2δ0)f[H,>ί]PH(£,2δ0).
This estimate is obtained by proving a differential inequality of the form:

gX(ε,||Fz(ε)||)
aε

for F(ε)
In Sect. I, we give examples and applications. As new results we obtain the

absence of singular continuous spectrum and a priori estimates in the following
two cases:

(a) Relatively compact perturbations of certain pseudo-differential operators.
(b) Three-body Schrodinger operators with long-range two-body forces.
In Sect. II we give the proof of the main theorem.

I. Examples and Applications

ί. The Laplacian

Let Jf = L2(Rn,dnx\ H = H0=-Δ and

l ) p= —iV.

A is the generator of the dilations introduced by Combes and used in [3].
— A and A are defined on ^ , the ^°° functions of rapid decrease, ίf is a core for
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H. The explicit formula:

e+iAa{H0 + i ) ~ 1 = {e~aH0 + i )~ 1 e+iΛa

shows that e+iΛa*i&avQ D(H) invariant. if is invariant under the dilation group and
i[ — Δ,A] = — Δ in the sense of quadratic forms on if. By Proposition II.1,
condition (c) holds on D(Λ)nD(H) and i[H, A]0 = — Δ. Condition (d) then reduces
to condition (c). Condition (e) is trivially satisfied at any point E φ 0 by choosing

2. Two-Body Schrδdinger Operators

Let

We will often write Ho for —Δ. Much work has been done on these operators and
we refer the reader to [4] for detailed references. Moreover, recently a very
intuitive method has been introduced by Enss to prove asymptotic completeness
for such systems [5].

We shall suppose that:
(i) V is Ho compact

(ii) the operator i< V— — V\ is defined on if and coincides on if

with an Ho compact operator B.
(iii) B admits a decomposition: B = BS + Bt where Bf\x\ and \x\Bs are Ho

bounded operators, and [B^xp + px'] coincides on if with a form coming from an
Ho compact operator.

Remark. When V is the operator of multiplication by a function v(x), \_V, xp + px]
= 2ίx - Vv, so that condition (ii) is satisfied if x Vv is Ho compact. Condition (iii) is
satisfied if there is a smooth function j(x) of compact support such that the

Si dv)
operators χ.~—Ul—j(x))Xj-—> are Ho compact for all ίj.

OXί [ OXjJ

Theorem I.I. If V is a symmetric operator satisfying hypotheses (i)...(iii), then the
operator (sgn£) A is conjugate to H = H0 + V at all EφO. (A = \(xp + px).)

If E<0, then 0 and 1 are also conjugate operators to H at E.

Proof Since V is Ho compact, D(H) = D{H0). By Example 1, D(H0) and therefore
D(H) is left invariant by e + ίAa. By hypothesis (ii) the form i\_H,A] coincides on if
with the form associated to the symmetric operator Ho-{-B on if, hence by
Proposition Π.l, condition (c) holds with i[H9A]° =

To show that condition (d) holds, we write:

[Λ, i[H, Λ]°] = [Λ, BJ + [Λ, H o

the first term is bounded as a map from Jf+ 2 into J4?_2 by hypotheses (ίiί), the
second coincides on if with the quadratic form of an Ho bounded, self-adjoint
operator.
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Let us verify condition (e).

\E\
Since V and B = i[V,A~\ are H compact operators, by taking δ< —- we have,

letting PH(E9 δ) = PH9

PHilH,A]°PH^PH + PHKPH if £ > 0 .

If E is negative, we can see that the following two relations hold

PHilH, - A]°PB^-ΛpB + PB-KPH

Adding them, we see that 0 and therefore i are both conjugate operators for H at
energy E < 0.

Remarks. As a consequence of Theorem I.I, we proved that the eigenvalues of H
can only accumulate at E = 0, and are of finite multiplicity outsided of them, the
resolvent (H — z)'1 satisfies a priori estimate of Agmon's type [2].

3. Perturbations of Pseudo-Differential Operators

In [6], among the extensions of the method introduced in [5], the author proves
similar results for short-range perturbations of pseudo-differential operators.

Let je = L2(Rn,dnx) and denote by L2(R\dnp) the Hubert space obtained by
Fourier transformation.

Let ho(p) be a measurable function from Rn to R and h0 the associated
multiplication operator on L2(R", dnp). Suppose that:

lim |ft0(p)| = oo.
|p|->oo

Definition. EeR is a regular point of h0 if and only if there is a neighborhood
(E — δ0, E + <50) of E so that on

O{E9δ0) = {peRn\\h0{p)-E\<δ0}.

h0 is %m for an m ^ 3 and

" ίr)h \2

Σ h f 2 (P)^«>O, PeO(E,δ0).

Definition. ho + V is a regular perturbation of h0 if V satisfies the following
conditions.
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1. V is a symmetric /z0-compact operator.
2. For all real valued ge^(Rn), the Ή™ functions of compact support, the

operators

)V- V{Xig(p) + g(p)xί)

are defined on £f and extended to bounded, /z0-compact operators.
3. lxjg(p) + g(p)xj-,Bi] is bounded as a map from Jf+ 2 to jtf?_2.

Theorem 1.2. Lei H = ho + V be a regular perturbation of h0. For each regular point
E of h0, there is an operator A conjugate to H at E.

Corollary 1.3. Let ho + V be a regular perturbation of h0. For each regular point E
of h0, there is a neighborhood (E — δ,E + δ) so that

1. the point spectrum of ho + V is finite in (E — δ, E + δ).
2. For all [a,b^C(E — δ,E-{-δ)nσc(H) there is a finite constant c0 so that:

sup
Reze[α,b]
ImzΦO

Proof. Since \ho(p)\^co as |p|—>oo, O(E,δ0) is a bounded subset of R", so that we
can find a (^m~1 vector field g (p)ze{l,..., w} of compact support in R", with

) = 0 if |h o (p)l>M o .

Let A the formally symmetric operator defined on L2(R", dnp) by

ί = l °Pi L °Pί Z i

By the commutator theorem [4] it is easily seen that A is essentially self-adjoint on
n

the domain of x2 = Σ xf.
i= 1

Let A be the self-adjoint extension so obtained. Since D(x2)nD(h0) is a core for
h0, D(A)nD(h0) is a core for h0. One can easily see (cf. Appendix A.I) that the
unitary group e+ιA* is actually the group of unitary transformations on L2(W,dnp)
associated with the group of diffeomorphisms Fα:R

nf->R" determined by the
differential equation:

ro(p)=p.

It follows that e+ίΛa leaves invariant the functions Ψ(p) with support contained in
{/7ERπ||/20(p)|>M0}, and hence eiΛa leaves D(h0) invariant. Conditions (c) and (d)
are satisfied because of the regularity assumptions (2) and (3) on V. (These
hypotheses can be easily verified for a class of long range potentials with sufficient
regularity at infinity.)
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Let us verify property (e). By hypothesis there exist α>0, <50>0 such that

Ph0(E, δ0) i[Λ0, ATPhΰ(E, δ0) 2: aPha(E, δ0).

For any smooth function P such that P=ί on (E — δ,E + δ) δ<δ0 and P = 0 on
R/(£ -δo,E + δ0), we have:

P J o P 0 , i ] » F i o ^ ξ and P(E,δ) = P(E,δ)P.

Note that PH — Pho is a compact operator since V is h0 compact and P(λ) is a
smooth function of compact support.

Then:

PH(E, δ)PhoΣgf(p)Pho PH(E, δ) + PH(E, δ)K'PH(E, δ)
i

H ( £ , δ)Ph

2

oPH(E, δ) + P H (£, δ)K'PH(E9 δ)

^(£, δ) + P H (£, δ)K"PH{E, δ).

By hypothesis (2) [_V,A] is /i0 compact, hence there exist numbers α, (5>0 and a
compact operator X so that condition (e) holds. This proves Theorem 1.2. The
Corollary 1.3 follows from Theorem 1.2 and the abstract theorem since D(̂ 4)
contains D(|x|), and hence ^( l + lxl)"1 is a bounded operator.

4. Three-Body Schrδdinger Operators

Let x , mf be the coordinates and mass of the i-th particle where Xj eR", ίe {1,2,3}.
For each pair of particles (i, j) = α (such pairs are always denoted by Greek letters),
we will denote

Kl = mk l + (mi + mj)~X

when one removes the center of mass of the system, the Hubert space is then

Jf = L2{R2\dnxad
nya) Vα.

ka and pα will denote —iVXκ and — ίVyχ.
In jf, the Hamiltonian of the system is written

^/' V α

The dilation group acts in the same way independently of the representation
L2(dnxa,d

nya) of Jf. Let A be its generator normalized so that ί[_H0,A~]=H0. We
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have A = A^-\-A2 where A\ and A2 are the generators of the dilation group on
L2{dnxa) and L2(dny^ respectively.

Hypotheses on the potential V

Suppose that V= YJva where, for each α, vΛ is an operator acting on L2(dnxa) and
α

satisfying hypotheses (i)-(iii) of Example 2.
We will further denote:

n2

0 α α 2nα ' α 2mα

 α '

By Theorem LI, the eigenvalues of ha have finite multiplicity and can only
accumulate at 0.

Theorem 1.3. Let H = H0 + V on L2(dnxa,d
nya) where V is a symmetric operator

satisfying the above hypotheses. Then A = Al + A2 is a conjugate operator for H at
all EeR with

Corollary 1.4. 1. The point spectrum of H = H0+ £ i ; α can accumulate only at 0 or
α

at eigenvalues of subsystems.

2. For all intervals [α, b~\ C R\ίσp{H) (J σp(Λα)u{0}|, there is a c0 so that

sup IKl + WΓHH-zΓHH-MΓ^IgCo.
Reze[a,b]
ImzΦO

Under -the hypotheses made on the two-body potential υa, conditions (a)-(d)
are satisfied in the same way that they were in the two-body problem. Let us now
prove that condition (e) holds.

Proposition 4.1. Let EeR, and let ca be an ha-compact operator in L2(R", dnxa). Then
for every ε>0 there is δo>0, a finite rank spectral projection e^° for ha and an
operator K compact in J^ = L2(R2n,dnxad

nyJ so that

PHc«PH = PHEXEN

aPH + PHKPH + o(ε),

where:
(i) E^ = e^®tya where e^ is a finite rank spectral projection for ha that contains

eNo

<x '

(ii) PH is any spectral projection for H onto any Borel set contained in

(E-δo,E + δo);

(iii) | | o ( ε ) | | ^ | .

Proof. Since ca is an /!α-compact operator, we can find e%° so that
p

p ii <
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Furthermore, from general properties of the continuous spectrum, one can find a
δo>0 and a smooth function P with P = l on (E — δo,E + δo) and 0 on
R\(E-2δo,E + 2δo) so that

Hence for all <5rg<50 and all spectral projections PH on (E — δ,E + δ) we have

PHCJΉ = PHEN

UCXE»PH + PH{ca - PξcJΊ) PH + ox(ε)

with \\Ol(ε)\\S~.

On the other hand PH = PHPH and thus

H = PH(PH ~ Pa) K - PξcJΌ PH

where the first two terms on the right hand side are compact operators in Jήf and

the last has norm less than —.

Proposition 4.2. For all ε>0, we can find <50>0, E^° = e^0(x)lL>v and a compact
operator K so that :

P i\H 4 - V j ) Λ\P — P l\ V FN°\ H ί\ V FN°

ή + PHKPH

with ||o(ε)||<ε, for any spectral projection PH onto an interval contained in

Proof. We have

Bo = (1 - Σ £ ί ) H o ( l - Σ£?) + ΣE«a

αΦ/?

The terms in the last sum are all compact operators in Jf7 and E^H0(l-Eζ)
= —E%va(l — E%) since E% commutes with Ha = H0 + va. We consider spectral
projections e^ for ha so that

with | | o ( ε ) | | < !
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Next, we apply Proposition 4.1 to each of the operators

c« = *[»«, ΛιJ - Pξvrκ - W £ •

By Proposition 4.1, we can find E^° and <50>0 satisfying Proposition 4.2.

Proposition 4.3. Let α0 = dist/£, {0} (J σp(hj\. We can find δ0 so that

HE«{H0 + 'If., ̂ α1]} KPH * ΣTP*E«PH + PHKPH i PH = PH(E, <50)
α a Z

Proof. If we choose <50 so that

λ[, being the eigenvalues of hxe%.
If we pick a function P equal to 1 on (E — δo,E + δo) and 0 on

R\(E-2δo,

since EJ

aPHa and Eι

aPHχ viewed as functions of p% have support in disjoint intervals

iP(Ha) = P[λί+ —\Eί). Furthermore, by the Virial Theorem,

Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 enable us to find, for all ε>0, (e%) and ̂ 0 > 0 so that

PHKPH + PHo(ε)PH,

where ||o(ε)|| <ε, for all δ<δ0.
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To verify condition (e), since ε > 0 is arbitrary, it now suffices to show that there
is a finite constant c0 so that

P <c \P (1— Y EN\H (1— Y EN\P + YP ENP
I \ α / \ a ) α

which is immediate if E Φ 0 the constant c 0 evidently does not depend on N and δ.

II. Proof of Theorem I

We start the proof of the abstract theorem by the following proposition which is
useful in applications to verify the hypothesis (c) when D(A)nD(H) is not explicitly
known.

Proposition II. 1. Let H and A be self-adjoint operators that satisfy conditions (a), (b)
and the following conditions (c').

(c') There is a set Sf CD{A)c\D{H) such that

ii) ^ is a core for H,
iii) the form i\_H, A~] on £f is bounded below and closeable, and the associated

self-adjoint operator i[H,A~]% satisfies

D(ilH,A]%)DD{H)

then for all Φ, ΨeD(A)nD{H)

and hence the form i[H,A~] on D(A)nD(H) is closeable and the associated self-
adjoint operator satisfies:

Proof, It suffices to check that for each Φ, ΨeD{A)nD(H)

By hypothesis (b), the operators He+ίΛ<χ(H + ί)~1 are closed and everywhere
defined, hence bounded by the closed graph theorem. For each ΨeJίf, by (b)

sup || He + iAΰc(H + ί)~1Ψ\\<co and by the principle of uniform boundedness in
α e [ - l , + l]

Banach spaces, this family of operators is uniformly bounded: there is a c 0 < oo
such that:

s u p \\He+iAa{H + i)-1\\Sc0. (Π.l)
α e [ - l , + l]

Consequently, for each Φ, ΨeD{A)nD(H)9 (H(a) = e-iΛaHe+iAcίl

\im-(Φ\(H{a)-H)Ψ)

= \im-(Φ\{e-iAcί-l)He+ίAaΨ)+-(Φ\H(e+iΛa-l)Ψ)

= (Φ\itH,A]Ψ).
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Since He + iAaΨ is uniformly bounded in α, this family of vectors converges weakly
to HΨ when α-»0.

For each Φ, ΨeD(H) there are sequences un and vn such that

ί)(w π -Φ)| |-0,

with un,vne£f. Thus:

- ( Φ | ( H ( α ) i ί ) 5 0 l i
a

By hypothesis (c')5 the derivative

is a continuous function: one can then use the mean value theorem to obtain:

-(Φ\(H(oc)-H)Ψ)= lim(un\e-iAani[H,A~]%e+iAanvn),

where αne[0,α]. Since D(i[H, A~]%)jD{H\ (Π.l) assures that as n^oo, α-^0

(ΦI i[if, 4 ] <F) = lim - (Φ | (H(α) - H) Ψ)
α^Oα

Proposition Π.2. Suppose that the two self-adjoint operators H and A satisfy
conditions (a)-(c). Then (H — zy1 leaves D(A) invariant for all zφσ{H).

Proof Since A is self-adjoint, it suffices to show that the family of operators

is strongly differentiable it suffices to show that the family H(oc)(H — z ) " 1 is
strongly differentiable, or equivalently to show that for each ΨeD(H)

lim
H(a)-H

Ψ-i[H,AfΨ = 0.
α

Let ΨneD(A)nD(H) so that \\(H + ί)(Ψn-Ψ)\\-+0. Then

H^~H ψ iΓH Λ1oψ_ l i m

 H ^ - H ψ __i[H A1oψ

exactly as in Proposition ILL Since e+ιAa leaves D(A)nD(H) invariant for each
ΦeD{A)nD{H\ | |Φ|| = 1, there exist ocn φ e[0,α] so that

Φ W H

α

Bound (II. 1) and the hypothesis that D(H)cD{i[H,A~]°l together imply
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for all ΨED(H). Furthermore,

H(a)-H
Φ Ψn)-(Φ\ίίH,AfΨn)

sup \
α'e[0,α]

sup \
α'e[0,α]

) ( ) sup co\\H(e+iAa'-l)Ψ\\.
nl α'e[0,α]

But finally

\ = \\{H((X/)-e-ίΛaΉ)Ψ\\

which goes to zero as α—>0 by (II.2).

Proposition Π.3. // the operators H, A satisfy conditions (a)-(c), then (A ± iλ)
leaves D(H) invariant for sufficiently large λ. Further (H + i)iλ(A + iλ)~Λ(H + i)~
converges strongly to 1 as |A|->oo.

Proof By Proposition II.2, we have in the operator sense

where the last equality holds in the sense of quadratic form on Jf. By condition (c),
there is a bounded operator B(λ) = lA9HΓ\0{H + i)'1{A-\-iλ)~i with \\B(λ)\\->0 as
|yL|—> oo such that

This proves Proposition II.3 since when \λ\ is sufficiently large, 1 - B(λ) is invertible
and iλ{A + iλyΐ{l-B(λ)y1 converges strongly to i as |Λ,|-»oo.

Proposition II.4 (The Virial Theorem). Let H and A be two self-adjoint operators
satisfying conditions (a)-(c). Then

1. For all ΨeD(H)

[H,AfΨ= lim I
|λ|->oo

2. // Ψ is an eigenvector of H, we have
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Proof. Let ΨeD{H), ΦeD{A)nD{H). By Propositions II.2 and II.3, for sufficiently
large \λ\9

= (ΦI {HAiλ(A + iλ) ~1 - Aiλ{A + iλ) ~1H}Ψ)

= (ΦI (HA - AH) ίλ(A + iλ) ~1 Ψ)

+ (AΦ\ {Hίλ(A + iλ)~ * - iλ(A + iλ)~1H}Ψ)

ΓΨ).

Since [A, Hf ίλ(A + iλ)-x Ψ-+IA9H]0 Ψ by Proposition II.3 and condition (c), and

since A(A-\-iλ)~1-^Q, Proposition II.3 implies that

lim [H,Aiλ(A + iλ)-ί]Ψ = [H,A~]°Ψ.
|λ|->oo

Proving (1). Finally, if Ψ is an eigenvector for H, ΨeD(H) and HΨ = EΨ, so that

(Ψ\IH,A~]°Ψ)= lim (Ψ\[H9Aiλ(A + iλy1']Ψ) = 0.
|λ|->oo

Proof of Part (1) of Theorem ί

If one supposes that the self-adjoint operators H, A satisfy conditions (a)-(c), and if
furthermore they satisfy condition (e) at EeR then the point spectrum in
(E — δ,E + δ) is finite. Suppose not. Then there is a sequence Ψn of orthonormal
eigenvectors HΨn = EnΨn. By Proposition II.4

Since the Ψn are orthonormal, Ψn—^0 in J f and since K is compact

F J ϊ [ i ί , ^ ] O ι F n ) ^ α which is impossible.

Proposition II.5 (Quadratic Estimate). Lei H be a self-adjoint operator with domain
D(H) and B*B a bounded positive operator on Jf. Then

1. H — z — mB*B is invertible if Imz and ε have the same sign.
2. If Imz and ε Jiαi e the same sign, let

Gz{ή = {H-z-iεB*B)-1.

Let B' an operator with B'*B' g B*B and C any bounded self-adjoint operator on
2/e, then:

\\B'Gz(ε)C\\^^\\CGz(ε)C\\112
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Proof. Since B*B is bounded H-z-iεB*B is a closed operator on D(H). When
ΨeD(H) and ε and Imz have the same sign, we have

= \\(H-RQz)Ψ\\2+\\(lmz

-2Im((H-RQz)Ψ\εB*BΨ)

From this inequality and the fact that H~z—ίεB*B is a closed operator, it
follows that H — z — iεB*B is injective with closed range in 2tf. By the open
mapping theorem, its inverse exists as a bounded operator from
Ra.ng(H-z-iεB*B) into 3P+2. But R a n g ( # - z - ίεB*B) = J4? since if Φoe^f is
orthogonal to this range, then ΦoeD(H) and (H-z + iεB*B)Φo = 0 which by (II.4)
implies Φo = 0. Finally:

= \\CG*(ε)B'*B'Gz{ε)C\\

o

Proof o/ Pαrί (2) of Theorem ί

We will prove the following lemma which clearly implies statement (2) of
Theorem 1.

Lemma. Let H be a self-adjoint operator with conjugate operator A in a
neighborhood of £, i.e. suppose H, A, and E satisfy conditions (a)-(e). Then for any
E'e(E — δ,E + δ)nσc(H\ there is a neighborhood (α, b) of E' and a constant c0 so that

sup iiμ+iΓHtf-zΓMΛ+iΓMl^co.
Reze[a,b]
ImzΦO

Proof. By hypothesis (e), there are numbers α, δ > 0 and a compact operator K on
#e such that

PH(E, δ) i[H, A]0 PH(E, δ) £ aP2(E, δ) + P f l(£, (5)XPH(E, δ),

where PH(£, δ) is the spectral projector of H onto the interval (E — δ, E 4- c>). By
hypothesis Efeσc(H\ hence the spectral projector for i ϊ onto (E — β,F + ε)
converges weakly to zero as ε-»0. Hence one can find δ' > 0 and a smooth function
P <; 1, P = 1 on (£' - <5', JE' + δ'\ P = 0 on R/(£ - (5, £ + δ) so that (denoting by PH the
operator associated to this P)
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and hence
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L e t B * B = Ή [ , \ H

By Proposition II.5, Gz(ε) = (H— z — iεB*B)~1 exists if Imzandε have the same
sign. Let

We have by Proposition II.5

(π.5)

Furthermore,

^ 11(1 - i^)
(Π.6)

Remark. (II.5) and (II.6) remain true if one replaces PH and (1 — PH) by {H + ί)PH

and (H -h 0(1 — P#) If we restrict Rez to a closed interval [α, b] strictly contained in
(E' — δ',Er+δ'),(ϊ — PH)Gz{0) is uniformly bounded, and there is a constant c so
that:

Furthermore

We can write

dε

| ^ - Reze[α,6].

' Gz(ε)PHi[H,

so that by Eqs. (II.5) and (II.6) and the remarks following them, there are constants
cu c2 so that

g || \A + i\ , A-]0

(IL8)

By condition (d) and Proposition II.6 (see the appendix), Gz(ε): D(A)->D(A)nD(H)
and [5*5,^4] is bounded as a map from Jf+ 2 into J-f_2. Hence in (II.8), we can
write [H,A]° as [H-z-iεB*B,A] + iε[B*B9A']. Substituting this relation into
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(II.8), we find that
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for constants cv c2, c3 independent of ε and z such that Reze [α, b~\ and Imz and ε
with the same sign.

This differential inequality together with the relation (II.7) shows that there

exists a constant c 0 so that

for all z with Reze[fl,b], ImzφO and Imz, ε having the same sign.

Appendix I

Let {gi(p)}ίe{l, ...,n} be a

defined on L 2(R", dnp) by

vector field, and let 4̂ be the symmetric operator

If each g is ^ 2 the quadratic form defined by A admits a form domain containing
n

the form domain of x2 = ]Γ χ2, the same holds for the quadratic form Ax2 - x2A.

By the commutator theorem ([4, Vol. II]), A defines a self-adjoint operator A
which is essentially self-adjoint on any core for x2. On the other hand, the system
of differential equations

defines a group of homeomorphism Γa: R"κ>R" and the following group of unitary
transformations on L2(R", dnp)

(UaΨ)(p) =

1/2

we then have

where A is the self-adjoint extension of A.
Let us finally note that D{A) contains D(\x\).
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Appendix II

Proposition Π.6. Let H, A be operators that satisfy conditions (a)...(d). Then:
1. Let g be any function with tg(t)eL1(R,dt), then

g(H):D{A)nD{H)^D(A).

2. Let B*B = PHi[H, A~\°PH as defined in the lemma of Sect II. Then [5*5, A] is
a bounded map from 34?+2 into Jf_2

3. Gz(ε):D(A)->D{A)nD(H).

Proof Let ΨeD(A)nD{H), A(λ) = Aiλ(A + U)~x for some sufficiently large | 4
Then

\\{A(λ)e-iHt-e-iHtA(λ)}Ψ\\S sup
ΦeD(H)
" Ί l = i

](Φ\e+iis-t)H[H,A{λy]e-isHΨ)ds

Since e iHs leaves D(H), and also A(λ) by Proposition II.3, we then have

\\{A(λ)e-iHt-e-iHtA(λ)}Ψ\\^\t\ sup sup \{Φ'\[_H,A{X)]e-isHΨ)\.
\s\^\t\ Φ'eD(A)nD(H)

| |Φ' | | = 1

By Eq. (II.3) in Propositions II.4 and II.3, one then sees that

\\Ae-ίHtΨ\\^ lim \\A(λ)e-ίHtΨ\\
|λ|->oo

It is now enough to use the identity g(H)= j g(t)e~iHtdt to see that
— 00

g{H):D{A)nD{H)->D{A) if

and that

\\{Ag(H)-g(H)A}Ψ\\Sc\\(H + i)Ψ\\+f\t\\g(t)\dt. (119)
— oo

Let B*B = PHi[H,A~]°PH. Since P(λ) is smooth, its Fourier transform decays
rapidly. Hence PH takes D(A)nD(H) into D(A)nD{H) and so \_B*B,A~] in the sense
of quadratic forms on D(A)nD(H) can be written:

By hypothesis (d) and the relation (II.9), the form [B*B,A\ on D{A)nD{H) is
bounded as a map from j f + 2 into Jf_ 2 and in particular if

ΨeD{H)\\[{H-z-mB*B\A{λ)-\Ψ\\_2

^ sup
ΦeDU)nD(H)
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By Proposition II.3, the operators λ{A + iX)~x and A(A + iλ)~ι = 1 - iλ(A + iλ)~ι

are uniformly bounded from J ^ + 2 into Jf+ 2 for Λ, large enough. It follows that
[H — z — isB*B, A(λ)~] are uniformly bounded (in λ) from J^+ 2 into J»f_ 2. It follows
that Gz(ε) = (H — z — iεB*B)~1 preserves D(A) and hence:
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